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Abstract

Implant-associated inflammation and bacterial infection severely limit the functional performance 

of medical devices and are a major cause of implant failure. Therefore, it is crucial to develop 

methodologies to monitor/image implant-associated aseptic inflammation and bacterial infection 

in a minimally invasive manner. Here, we exploited near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) molecular 

probes injected locally at the implant site to perform minimally invasive, simultaneous imaging of 

inflammation and infection associated with implanted polymer disks. The hydro-sulpho-Cy5 (H-s-

Cy5) probe detected reactive oxygen species associated with inflammatory responses to both 

aseptic and biofilm-containing implants, whereas diaminocyanine sulphonate (DAC-S) selectively 

detected nitric oxide (NO) associated with a biofilm on the biomaterial at acute time points (<4 

days). This imaging modality also allows longitudinal monitoring because of high specificity and 

fast clearance rate of the fluorescent probes. Taken together, these NIRF molecular probes 

represent a useful tool to directly image inflammatory responses and infections associated with 

implanted devices for the diagnosis of device-associated inflammation and infection as well as the 

development of effective therapies.
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Introduction

Implantation of medical devices results in a dynamic inflammatory response comprising 

biomolecule adsorption, neutrophil and macrophage recruitment to the implant site, 

adhesion, and activation (e.g., cytokine release), macrophage maturation/fusion, fibrous 
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encapsulation and wound healing/tissue remodeling (1, 2). Device-associated inflammation 

limits tissue integration and biological performance of devices in patients. In addition, in 

many cases, implantation is followed by infections, such as catheter-associated bloodstream 

and surgical site infections, resulting in substantial morbidity and mortality (3). Of note, 

50% of hospital-acquired infections involve device-associated infections, contributing 

significantly to the high cost of caring for patients (4). Conventional analyses of 

inflammation and infection primarily rely on endpoint analysis such as histology, 

immunohistochemistry, and biochemical assays that are destructive, invasive and time 

consuming, and are unable to (1) monitor the inflammatory response, (2) detect biomaterial-

associated infections, and (3) determine the course and effectiveness of therapeutics to treat 

implant-associated inflammation and infection in a minimally invasive fashion. Hence, new 

methodologies to detect and monitor implant-associated aseptic inflammation and bacterial 

infections are greatly needed.

Neutrophils and macrophages recruited to the surface of implanted devices play central roles 

in the inflammatory cascade (1). Among the various bioactive factors and mediators secreted 

by these inflammatory cells in response to the implant, reactive oxygen species (ROS), 

which comprise free radicals and peroxides, have been widely implicated to play a central 

role in the inflammatory response to implanted biomaterials (5-7). Implanted biomaterials 

induce elevated production of ROS at the tissue-implant interface (8). We recently exploited 

this ROS response to establish a minimally invasive strategy for in vivo imaging of 

biomaterial-associated inflammation using ROS-responsive hydrocyanine probes (9).

During a bacterial infection at an implant site, nitric oxide (NO), a short lived free radical, is 

naturally produced by macrophages and neutrophils to kill invading bacterial pathogens (10, 

11). NO serves as an effector molecule in macrophage-mediated cytotoxicity and plays an 

important role in host defense against bacterial infections (12, 13). In particular, high levels 

of NO are secreted by macrophages in response to bacterial lipopolysaccharides (10). We 

therefore hypothesized that ROS and NO could serve as selective indicators of device-

associated aseptic inflammation versus bacterial infection within the vicinity of an implant 

(Fig. 1). Using our hydrocyanine probes for ROS (9) and the recently described NO-specific 

near-infrared sensor diaminocyanine sulphonate (DAC-S) (14), we present a minimally 

invasive strategy for simultaneous, real-time monitoring of i) implant associated-aseptic 

inflammation by detecting ROS and ii) bacterial infection by detecting NO released in the 

vicinity of the implant. This imaging modality has clinical translational potential and could 

be very beneficial for the development of novel therapies to improve the performance of 

biomedical devices.

Materials and methods

Synthesis of diaminocyanine sulphonate (DAC-S)

Detailed synthesis, analysis and purification of DAC-S have been described (14). Briefly, 4-

amino-3-nitrophenol and sodium hydride were dissolved in anhydrous dimethylforamide 

(DMF) and stirred under argon for 10 min. A solution of IR-783 was dissolved in DMF and 

the resultant reaction mixture was stirred for 4 h. The solvent was then removed under 
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reduced pressure and the crude product was purified by silica gel chromatography to afford 

the desired product as a dark green solid.

The dark green solid was dissolved in methanol (MtOH), concentrated hyaluronic acid and 

stannous chloride dihydrate were added to the reaction mixture and stirred at room 

temperature overnight under an argon atmosphere. The reaction mixture was then 

neutralized with 6 N sodium hydroxide, and the resultant insoluble salt was removed by 

filtration. The filtrate was concentrated under reduced pressure and the residue was 

dissolved again in MtOH and the insoluble salt was removed by filtration. The solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure and the resultant crude product was purified by silica gel 

chromatography. Further purification was performed by semi-preparative HPLC to again 

yield a dark green solid. The synthesis of the final compound was verified by H-NMR and 

mass spectrometry.

Synthesis of sulfo-Cy5 and H-sulfo-Cy5

Extracellular, water-soluble sulfo-Cy5 dye was synthesized using a soluble polymer-

supported synthesis strategy as described previously (15). Briefly, poly(ethylene glycol) 

(PEG)-bound aniline was reacted with 1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane in glacial acetic acid to 

give PEG-bound-4-(3-methoxyallylideneamino)benzonic acid ester (1). Subsequent reaction 

of (1) with 1-ethyl-2,3,3-trimethylindolenium-5-sulfonate in glacial acetic acid formed 

immobilized activated PEG-bound tetramethine hemicyanine (2). Reaction of (2) with 1-

carboxypentylnyl)-2,3,3-trimethylindolenium-5-sulfonate finally yielded the pentamethine 

cyanine dye. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and a blue gummy 

product was precipitated with ethyl acetate and washed with dichloromethane to remove all 

PEG-bound materials. The synthesized sulfo-Cy5 dye was then further purified by silica gel 

chromatography. The structure of the final product was confirmed by H-NMR and mass 

spectrometry.

Hydrocyanine H-sulfo-Cy5 (H-s-Cy5) was prepared by reduction of sulfo-Cy5 with sodium 

borohydride (16). Briefly, 1 mg of sulfo-Cy5 dye was dissolved in 4 mL MtOH and reduced 

by adding 2 mg of sodium borohydride. The reaction mixture was then stirred for 5 min and 

the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The resulting solid was nitrogen capped 

and was either used immediately or stored overnight at −20 °C.

In vitro probe testing

In a 96 well plate, both H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S (1 μL from 0.5 mg/mL stock) were separately 

reacted with 10 μL H2O2 (500 μM) and 5.6 μL iron heptahydrate (500 μM). H2O2 reacts 

with iron heptahydrate and forms hydroxyl radical (OH•) (17). Similarly, H-s-Cy5 and 

DAC-S were also reacted separately with 2 μL of 0.5 mg/mL NOC-7. NOC-7 is a nitric 

oxide (NO) donor and releases NO in solution under physiological conditions.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms on PET disks

P. aeruginosa PsAer-9 strain was originally isolated from a urinary catheter biofilm by R. 

Donlan, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. It forms reproducible in vitro biofilms 

on different polymer surfaces when grown in low nutrient media. Implants were prepared 
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using sterile, endotoxin-free polyethylene terephthalate (PET) disks (8 mm diameter). Disks 

were placed in 3 mL synthetic interstitial fluid (18) and incubated at 37°C for 5 h on an 

orbital shaker at 165 rpm. For biofilm implants, 50 μL of an overnight P. aeruginosa 

PsAer-9 culture in LB was added to each well prior to the 5 h incubation. Prior to 

implantation, each disk was dipped in cell-culture grade Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered 

saline. The mean initial inoculum for biofilm implants was determined by processing extra 

implants according to the same protocol described for post-explantation processing. Pilot 

studies were performed to select inoculum conditions to produce a sub-lethal infection.

Biomaterial implantation

PET disks, either sterile and endotoxin-free or bearing a surface-associated biofilm, were 

implanted subcutaneously following IACUC-approved procedures in 6-8 week old male 

BALB/c mice (Jackson Laboratories) anesthetized by isofluorane. A single 1-cm incision 

was made on the dorsum proximal to the spine, and a subcutaneous pocket laterally 

spanning the dorsum was created. Sterile disks (two per subject on either side of the spine) 

were implanted, and the incision was closed using sterile stainless steel wound clips (Reflex 

7). Mice recovered from anesthesia in less than 5 minutes after which they were given a 

subcutaneous injection of buprenorphine (0.03 mg/kg). Mice undergoing the same surgical 

procedure but receiving no biomaterial implants were used as sham controls to account for 

surgery-associated trauma/inflammation. N≥6 mice were used per group for each animal 

experiment.

Probe clearance analysis

Mice were injected with various concentrations (0.1, 0.05, or 0.02 mg/mL) of DAC-S 

dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). For H-s-Cy5 clearance, mice were injected 

with 1 mg/mL of H-s-Cy5 dissolved in PBS. 50 μL of either H-s-Cy5 or DAC-S was 

injected near the vicinity of the implant. Thirty minutes after probe injection, the animal was 

anesthetized and the whole body of the animal was placed in an IVIS Lumina® Bioimaging 

System (Xenogen) and scanned in the NO (ex: 780 nm; em: 820 nm) channel for DAC-S or 

Cy5 (ex: 640 nm; em: 720 nm) channel for H-s-Cy5. Fluorescence was integrated using 

Living Image® software Version 3.1 (Xenogen). Probe injection was given only on day 1 

and bioimaging was performed on day 1, 4 and 7 to assess probe clearance.

In vivo imaging of biomaterial-associated inflammation

Sterile or biofilm-containing PET disks were implanted subcutaneously. DAC-S (0.02 

mg/mL) and H-s-Cy5 (1 mg/mL) were dissolved in 1 mL PBS. At 1, 4, and 7 days post-

implantation, probe mixture (50 μL) was injected near the vicinity of the implant. Thirty 

minutes after probe injection, the animal was anesthetized and the whole body of the animal 

was placed in an IVIS Lumina® bioimaging system (Xenogen) and scanned in the Cy5 (ex: 

640 nm; em: 720 nm) and NO (ex: 780 nm; em: 820 nm) channels respectively. 

Fluorescence was integrated using Living Image® software Version 3.1 (Xenogen). Because 

values for absolute fluorescence efficiency vary from experiment to experiment due to slight 

experimental variations in probe preparation, reaction time, and imaging conditions (room/
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camera temperature, animal orientation), only groups within the same experiment were 

compared.

Bacterial counts on explants

Mice were sacrificed 7 days post-implantation and the PET disks were carefully explanted 

with the surrounding tissue. Each explanted disk was processed as previously described for 

biofilm removal (19, 20). Briefly, tubes were placed in a water bath sonicator for successive 

intervals of 10 min, 5 min, and 30 s, each followed by 30 s of vortexing. The resulting 

suspension was serially diluted and plated on Trypticase Soy Agar overnight at 37°C to 

determine CFU/implant.

Statistical analyses

Data are reported as average mean ± s.e.m. Statistical analysis was performed by repeated 

measures ANOVA in GraphPad. Pair-wise comparisons were performed using Tukey post-

hoc test with P ≤ 0.05 considered significant. Bacterial counts were log10-transformed prior 

to analysis.

Results

H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S as specific fluorescent probes for OH• and NO

We first performed in vitro testing of the NIRF probes to demonstrate the high sensitivity 

and selectivity of each probe for ROS and NO (Fig. 2). This assay simply tested probe 

sensitivity and specificity and was not designed to mimic any in vivo conditions. H-s-Cy5 

and DAC-S were separately reacted with OH• and NO. H-s-Cy5 emits fluorescence in the 

presence of OH• but not NO. Conversely, DAC-S emits fluorescence when reacted with NO 

but not OH•. These results confirm the specificity of H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S for OH• and NO, 

respectively. Furthermore, the probes only fluoresce in their respective channels and there 

was minimal bleed-through observed between the channels. Finally, control experiments 

with biofilms demonstrated no signal generation for each probe in the presence of bacteria 

or their metabolites.

In vivo probe clearance

We next examined injected probe clearance in the vicinity of implanted biomaterials. This is 

a crucial experiment in order to use these probes as sensors to monitor inflammation over 

time in the same animal. We examined probe clearance for various probe concentrations to 

determine residual fluorescence from the probes injected at previous time points. Figure 3A 

and B demonstrate that at concentrations of 0.1 mg/mL and 0.05 mg/mL, DAC-S does not 

clear by day 4 or even day 7 for either sterile or infected implants. Furthermore, we 

observed higher fluorescence signals on day 4 compared to day 1. We attribute the higher 

signal at day 4 compared to signal at day 1 for the higher probe concentrations to inadequate 

probe clearance from the site and continuous NO production. However, at a concentration of 

0.02 mg/mL, the fluorescence signal decreased to background levels by day 4 indicating that 

there was no residual probe left at the injection site. Furthermore, the fluorescence signal 

intensity at day 1 was comparable to that of higher probe concentrations on day 1 indicating 

that this concentration was sufficient to obtain a reliable fluorescence signal to detect NO. 
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We similarly examined the clearance of the H-s-Cy5 probe. As shown in Figure 3C and D, 

when injected at 1 mg/mL, H-s-Cy5 signal decreased to background levels by day 4 

indicating no residual probe remaining at injection site. From the probe clearance 

experiment, we established the optimal concentration of these fluorescent probes to be used 

for longitudinal monitoring of inflammation and infection.

In vivo imaging of biofilm-associated and aseptic inflammation

We next evaluated these NIRF probes in a longitudinal monitoring experiment where we 

delivered sequential doses of H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S to track ROS and NO production in the 

same animal (Fig. 4). For the DAC-S probe for NO, fluorescence signal increased over time 

(p < 0.001) and was dependent on the whether the implanted biomaterial was sterile or 

infected (p < 0.043). Mice receiving biofilm-containing implants exhibited 35% (day 1) and 

22% (day 4) higher DAC-S fluorescence intensity compared to sterile implants. No 

differences in fluorescence intensity were detected between sterile implants and sham 

controls. These results show increases in NO production associated with biomaterials with 

biofilm and demonstrate that the DAC-S probe can selective distinguish implants with 

biofilm from sterile implants or surgical sites without implant for these acute time points. By 

day 7, the DAC-S signal increased for all groups and there were no differences in DAC-S 

signal among groups. We attribute the time-dependent increases in DAC-S signal to changes 

in tissue NO concentration due to NO-producing cells during the foreign body response as 

well as biofilm-associated inflammation.

For the H-s-Cy5 sensor for ROS, high fluorescence signal was evident for all implant groups 

at day 1 post-implantation and the signal decreased over time for all groups (p < 0.001). At 

day 1, mice receiving implants with biofilm exhibited higher H-s-Cy5 fluorescence signal 

compared to mice receiving sterile implants (p < 0.01) and sham controls (p < 0.001). 

Additionally, the fluorescence signal for sterile implants was higher that the signal for sham 

controls (p < 0.05). No significant differences in fluorescence signal were detected among 

groups for day 4 or 7.

Bacterial Counts at Explant

Because it is well established that mice are resistant to bacterial infections and often clear 

infections at sub-lethal doses, we quantified bacterial counts on implants at day 7 to 

determine whether the decreases in ROS signal and loss of discrimination power for the NO 

probe were associated with clearance of the biofilm. Following sacrifice, PET disks were 

explanted with surrounding connective tissue from mice receiving biofilm implants, and 

samples were processed for bacterial counts. Indeed, the majority of implants (62%) had no 

detectable bacterial counts, and there was no correlation (p = 0.63) between bacterial counts 

and fluorescence intensity for either probe at day 7 (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Device-associated infections, such as catheter-associated bloodstream and surgical site 

infections, result in substantial morbidity and mortality and contribute significantly to the 

high cost of caring for patients. The inability to directly image inflammatory responses and 
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infections associated with implanted devices constitutes a major roadblock to the diagnosis 

of device-associated inflammation and infection as well as the development of effective 

therapies. There is therefore a great need for the development of minimally invasive 

approaches to image inflammation and infection in vivo. Recent work has centered on using 

chemiluminescent S. aureus strains (Caliper/Xenogen Xen29, 36, and 40) as model self-

imaging pathogens for infection studies (21). Similarly, there is also an analogous eGFP-

transfected P. aeruginosa strain for imaging that has been explored (22). However, these 

strains have virulence issues that remain to be addressed in infection model validations. In 

the present study, we evaluated two NIRF molecular probes specific for NO and ROS to 

discriminate between biofilm-related and aseptic inflammation associated with implanted 

biomaterials using minimally invasive in vivo imaging. These two NIRF probes were 

selected because of their different specificities for NO and ROS, solubility and 

cytocompatibility, and non-overlapping spectral characteristics that allow imaging for both 

probes in the same animal. We demonstrate that DAC-S, a NIRF probe specific for NO, can 

discriminate between biofilm-containing and sterile implants at acute time points (4 days). 

Importantly, there was no difference in fluorescence signal for this NO probe between sterile 

implants and sham (no implant controls), indicating that DAC-S can be used to selectively 

monitor biomaterial-associated biofilms at these acute time points. We attribute this 

selectivity for biomaterials with biofilms to increased NO production by neutrophils and 

macrophages to fight off the bacterial infection. At 7 days post-implantation, there were no 

differences in DAC-S signal among the groups, and this is partly due to the fact that the 

bacterial infection was cleared in this model as well as time-dependent increases in DAC-S 

signal due to NO-producing cells associated with the inflammation.

In contrast, a NIRF probe for ROS, H-s-Cy5, produced significant differences in fluorescent 

signal associated with inflammatory responses among biofilm-containing implants, sterile 

implants, and surgical trauma in the absence of an implant (sham controls). This ROS probe 

provided measures of overall inflammation. The higher ROS signal for biofilm-containing 

implants compared to sterile implants is attributed to enhanced inflammation associated with 

the biofilm. Similarly, the elevated ROS levels for the sterile implant compared to the sham 

control are attributed to the increased inflammation associated with the implant. This result 

is consistent with our previous analyses using the H-ICG probe (9).

Several NIRF probes have been developed to image bacterial infections in vivo (23-29). The 

sensing mechanism for these probes relies on internalization and metabolic conversion of 

molecules inside bacteria or molecules with high affinity for bacterial membrane proteins. 

These sensing mechanisms pose significant challenges for imaging bacteria because the 

metabolic activity and biochemical profiles in many bacterial species vary among planktonic 

and biofilm states. In addition, these reports deal with direct injection of bacteria rather than 

bacteria in a biofilm associated with a biomaterial. As such, we expect that our strategy 

using NIRF sensors for inflammation as indirect probes for a device-associated infection 

will overcome these challenges. Indeed, we were able to selectively image inflammation 

associated with a biofilm-containing implant using the DAC-S probe. From a practical 

standpoint, the DAC-S probe may be a more suitable candidate to image biomaterial-

associated biofilms since it does not detect inflammation associated with aseptic implants 
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and therefore the signal is directly related to the inflammatory response to the biofilm. In 

contrast, the ROS probe would require calibration to discriminate between biofilm-

containing and sterile implants, and this calibration may vary significantly due to variability 

among patient, device, implant location, and biofilm characteristics. A critical aspect of our 

imaging strategy is that imaging probes must reach the implant site in order to react with 

local reactive species produced by inflammatory cells. The feasibility of successfully using 

these probes in complex situations where the blood flow is restricted (such as diabetes) or 

the immune system is compromised remains to be examined.

We demonstrate minimally invasive, longitudinal imaging of aseptic and biofilm-associated 

inflammation to implanted biomaterials using NIRF molecular probes. NIRF has 

considerable translational potential because of excellent optical characteristics in terms of 

high sensitivity and low autofluorescence, tissue penetration (up to several centimeters in 

various human tissues), reliable 3-D image reconstruction, high sensitivity, and clinical 

compatibility with existing fluorescence imaging instrumentation (30). A limitation of the 

present study was that the biofilm was cleared by the host during the longitudinal imaging 

window. This result complicated interpretation of imaging data in terms of longitudinal 

tracking of the biofilm. Longitudinal imaging experiments with more robust infection 

models, as well as studies evaluating therapeutic strategies, and correlation to histological 

analyses are necessary to fully establish the potential of these NIRF molecular probes for 

imaging device-associated inflammation. Finally, the present study was limited to implants 

below the murine dermis where spectral emission attenuation is minimal; follow-up studies 

with deeper implant sites and thicker dermal tissue (such as that in higher mammal) are 

required to ascertain the translational potential of this imaging strategy.

Conclusions

We evaluated two NIRF probes specific for NO and ROS to discriminate between biofilm-

related and aseptic inflammation associated with implanted biomaterials using minimally 

invasive in vivo imaging. DAC-S, a NIRF probe specific for NO, discriminated between 

biofilm-containing and sterile implants at acute time points. Importantly, there was no 

difference in fluorescence signal for this NO probe between sterile implants and sham (no 

implant controls), indicating that DAC-S can be used to selectively monitor biomaterial-

associated biofilms. In contrast, H-s-Cy5, a NIRF probe for ROS, provided measures for 

overall inflammation and produced significant differences in fluorescent signal associated 

with inflammatory responses among biofilm-containing implants, sterile implants, and 

surgical trauma in the absence of an implant. These NIRF molecular probes represent a 

useful tool to directly image inflammatory responses and infections associated with 

implanted devices for the diagnosis of device-associated inflammation and infection as well 

as the development of effective therapies.
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Figure 1. 
NIRF imaging of implant-associated inflammation and infection using molecular probes for 

inflammatory mediators. (A) DAC-S sensor reacts with NO and becomes fluorescent. (B) H-

s-Cy5 is oxidized to fluorescent sulpho-Cy5 after reacting with hydroxyl radical and other 

ROS. (C) Our imaging strategy is based on differential expression profiles for inflammatory 

mediators between aseptic and biofilm-associated inflammation.
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Figure 2. 
Specificity of H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S probes for ROS and NO. (A) H-s-Cy5 fluoresces in 

presence of OH· under the sulpho-Cy5 channel, however background levels of fluorescence 

were observed in the presence of NO. (B) DAC-S fluoresces in presence of NO in the DAC-

S channel, but does not react in the presence of OH·. Furthermore, the probes only fluoresce 

in their respective channels and there was minimal bleed through observed between the 

channels. (C) Quantification of fluorescence data for H-s-Cy5 (*p < 0.05). (D) 

Quantification of fluorescence data for NO (*p < 0.05).
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Figure 3. 
Clearance study for DAC-S and H-s-Cy5 probes. Mice received subcutaneous implants and 

were injected with probes on day 1. Imaging was performed on day 1, 4, and 7. (A) 

Bioimaging scans of mice receiving sterile and biofilm-containing implants for different 

DAC-S concentrations. (B) Quantification of DAC-S clearance data from fluorescence scans 

(mean ± s.e.m, n ≥ 6 mice per group). (C) Bioimaging scans of mice for sham or sterile 

implant groups showing H-s-Cy5 clearance (mean ± s.e.m, n ≥ 6).
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Figure 4. 
Longitudinal imaging of implant-associated inflammation and infection after subcutaneous 

administration of H-s-Cy5 and DAC-S. (A) Bioimaging scans for DAC-S in the sham, 

implant, and biofilm groups over 7 days. (B) Quantification of DAC-S fluorescence signal 

(mean ± s.e.m., n ≥ 10, * p < 0.05 biofilm vs. sterile). (C) Bioimaging scans for H-s-Cy5 in 

the sham, implant, and biofilm groups over 7 days. (D) Quantification of H-s-Cy5 

fluorescence signal (mean ± s.e.m., n ≥ 10, * p < 0.05 biofilm vs. sterile, † p < 0.05 sterile 

vs. sham).
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Figure 5. 
Bacterial counts (CFU) from explanted PET disks plotted against their respective NO and H-

s-Cy5 fluorescence intensity. No correlation was observed between bacterial counts and 

fluorescence intensity (p = 0.63).
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Table 1

Spectral properties of probes

Probe Absorbance max (nm) Emission max (nm)

DAC-S 767 785

H-s-Cy5 649 670
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